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Kauai, also known as the Garden Island of Hawaii is considered by many as one of the most

beautiful places in the world! Featuring over 95 stunning and dramatic photos, this picture book of

Kauai reveals the extraordinary beauty of this Pacific island paradise. See the beaches, Na Pali

coast, Waimea Canyon, amazing flowers and plants, views from above, and much more.Whether

you have been to Kauai, or are planning to visit in the near future, or just enjoy looking at beautiful

photographs of the Hawaiian Islands, Kauai, The Garden Island of Hawaii in Pictures will capture

your imagination.
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This photo book is such a treat! The photos of serene and fantastic natural scenery are lovely

reminders of the beauty that waits to be seen in the world. Also, the introduction offers a short but

sweet summary of the geologic and political history of Kauai, fun facts, and also notable sights and

activities for future travelers. The visuals really exemplify the majestic and sweeping beauty of Kauai



in all of its landscapes. The photos also are crisp and of professional quality. I so loved that there

was a chapter dedicated to the flowers and plant life of KauaiÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•such magic! The

chapter chronicling wild chickens romping about the island was also a sweet, playful surprise.

Viewers will be delighted by all the natural beauty and wonder this photo book showcases. It

definitely made me want to catch the next flight to Kauai!

This book provides a clear and beautiful glimpse into the experience of a visit to Kauai. The photos

are beautiful and selected and arranged to give a nice sense of the expansive beauty of the island.

The introduction complements the photos well providing just enough facts about the island to spark

the reader's and potential visitor's interest.A great book for anyone interested in visiting HW and

curious about the different islands, or simply wanting to experience a reminder of the beauty all

around us. The book is refreshing as a tourist guidebook (focus on one chapter each day) that

emphasizes simply looking around and taking in the natural beauty. Also great to leaf through with

kids!

Having lived on Maui and seen guite a bit of Oahu, I didn't see anything that set Kauai apart from

what I had already seen on the other isles. They are all beautiful. I was disappointed that the

pictures did not display on my HDX full screen, but were small pics in the upper left side corner.

However, maybe there is a setting I don't know about that would have changed that.

Wonderful photography of an incredibly beautiful landscape. Can anyplace be so gorgeous? Should

draw more tourists in , as I know I am interested!!!

Each year I visit Hawaii at east once a year and canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait to return the following

year. The pictures in this book capture the beauty of Kauai perfectly, and will keep me connected to

this Garden Island until I can return again to paradise.

I loved this book! The pictures were so amazing! It made me feel like I was in paradise! I am in the

early stages of dementia. I will treasure this book!

great picturesloved seeing the island though this bookit gives you a real feel for the islands

beautyglad I got it.



I would give it a 5 if the pictures were labeled for their exact location on the island.
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